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NOPE, HISTORY AND HYPE
Democrats celebrate a series of "firsts" at a landmark convention

Photo By Leigh E. Rich
By Leigh E. Rich
Associate Professor at
Armstrong

The Democrats touted
their 2008 gathering in Den
ver as "a convention of firsts,"
with its live high-definition
streaming, its Spanish lan
guage simulcast and its "Del

egate Service Day," accord
ing to their Web site, www.
demconvention.com.
Michelle Obama, and
many of the other, speak
ers who were featured at
the 2008 Democratic Na
tional Convention (DNC),
also urged Americans to look

ahead with new hope -and to
support Sen. Barack Obama,
the Democratic nominee,
whom they promised will
lead this change.
But the 2008 DNC rev
eled in the past as much as
it grappled for a new day in
America.

Leigh E. Rich, an assistant professor of health science
at Armstrong, was in Denver to cover the Democratic
National Convention.

New York Sen. Hillary
Clinton, who suspended her
campaign for the nomina
tion in June, spoke Tuesday,
Aug. 26, on the 88th anniver
sary of the 19th amendment,
which secured women the
right to vote.
Obama accepted the par
ty's nomination on Thurs
day, Aug. 28, on the 45th
anniversary of Martin Luther
King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream"
speech.
Even one of the "firsts"
claimed on the convention's
Web site is anything but: in
stead of accepting the presi

dential nomination from
the convention hall, with its
limited accessibility, Obama
moved his to the much larger
Invesco Field at Mile High,
just like John F. Kennedy did
in i960 when he spoke from
Los Angeles' Memorial Coli
seum.
The Republicans got into
the anniversary game last
week as well.
Sen. John McCain, the
presumptive
Republican
nominee, announced his
vice presidential pick on
Friday, Aug. 29, which also
happened to be his 72nd

birthday. His new running
mate, Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin, is the first woman ever
to be selected for the GOP's
presidential
ticket.
She
celebrated this feat on her
and her husband Todd's 20th
wedding anniversary.
Only a cynical politi
cal operative or a disci
plined statistician could
compute the probability of
such cosmic convergence.
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Getting involved gets easier
Inaugural Volunteer Fair kicks off with great success
By Eric Kramer
Staff Writer
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SGA President Somi Benson-JaJa helps prep are food for students during the fair.

Armstrong held its first
Volunteer Fair Thursday,
Aug. 28, for a large crowd of
students. Non-profit organi
zations, charities and other
groups were in attendance
to spread the word about
their efforts, as well as re
cruit students for the various
programs around the city.
Students were able to browse
a variety of opportunities,
learn more about a number
of projects in the Savannah
area and enjoy some free
food in the process.
The fair, organized by
graduate students Chelsea

Robs, Marleigh Russell, Erik
Reed and Crystal Hall, was
part of a class project for their
Leadership Seminar course.
They decided upon the idea
as a means to make students
at Armstrong more aware of
what they can do to volunteer
in their community.
Twenty-five organizations
were invited, and they all at
tended. National groups like
the American Cancer Society,
the American Red Cross, the
Make a Wish Foundation and
the United Way were there
to recruit for their extensive
programs.
Additionally, some lesserknown organizations based
in the Savannah area were

represented. One such group,
First Steps, is a program op
erated through St. Joseph's/
Candler Hospital that focuses
on helping new parents adjust
to parenthood. The Savannah
chapter works with Prevent
Child Abuse Georgia to stop
neglect and violence by new
parents. Heather Downs, co
ordinator of First Steps, said
they were excited to have the
opportunity to get their mes
sage out to students.
"We're mainly here to pro
vide students such as health
science majors with an op
portunity to volunteer and
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Calendar of Events
Sep. 5: CUB meeting, 12:00 p.m. Solms 110
Sep. 8: SGA meeting, 12:00 p.m. Solms 110
Sep. 10: Hudson Math and Computer Colloquium, 12:05 p.m. UH 158
Sep. 11: Spoken Word Artist: Jon Goode 8:00 p.m. MCC

Convening for Change
Georgia's delegates embrace Obama's message at the 2008 DNC
and a father of four.
"The wage hasn't."
Barnett works for Miller
This November, change is Brewing Company and says
the only option, say the Geor he is lucky to have a good job.
gia Democrats, who promise "But I shouldn't be strug
they can't - and won't - fin gling. ... McCain is definitely
ish what they believe the Re not the answer."
publicans started.
Erin Glynn, an Obama
Themes of change, hope, delegate from Peachtree City,
unity and public service agrees. She worries about
dominated the 2008 Demo Georgia's two proposed coal
cratic National Convention plants and Georgia Power's
last week.
plan for two new nuclear re
Illinois
Sen.
Barack actors.
Obama, now the Democratic
Glynn believes the Obama
presidential candidate, em campaign will lead the coun
phasized "the fundamental try and her home state to a
belief that I am my broth cleaner energy future.
er's keeper; I am my sister's
"Why is Georgia still mak
keeper."
ing decisions" that are bad
Unlike 2004, the 2008 for the environment, she
election isn't about wedge asked. "These issues affect
issues, says retired Lt. Col. us and we affect these issues.
Bill Gillespie, the Democrat Let's get our local leadership
ic candidate for Rep. Jack [at the forefront] rallying our
Kingston's 1st District seat in causes."
Congress.
We "can change the light
"When I go out in the bulb," Glynn said.
district, I don't hear about
Jessup resident and Clin
wedge issues anymore: God, ton delegate Beverly Leaphart
guns, gays, abortion - all im urged incoming leadership
portant and very emotional. to focus on the education of
We're at the point where America's children.
we're talking about the econ
"Education affects the
omy, we're talking about ed economy. It affects every
ucation, we're talking about thing we do. And I think if
health care. And that hasn't we don't get down here at a
happened in Georgia politics lower level and start work
for a long time," Gillespie ing with these kids, reform
said.
our education system, the
At stake in the upcoming economy's going to continue
presidential and congressio- to suffer. Everything's going
By Leigh E. Rich
Associate Professor at AASU

nal elections are "the basic

to suffer," stie said.

moral values of our country,"
President Jimmy Carter told
the Georgia and Alabama
delegations Wednesday, Aug.
29, in Denver.
These include restoring
the U.S. economy, protecting
the environment and repair
ing the country's reputation
as a world leader, according
to Georgia's delegates.
"Everything is just going
up," said Eben Barnett III, a
Clinton delegate from Albany

What hasn't changed is
the Democrats' focus on the
middle class - a term that
may be surpassing "weapons
of mass destruction" as a po
litical favorite.
"People across this country
and in Georgia want change,"
said Jim Martin, the Demo
cratic candidate for Saxby
Chambliss' U.S. Senate seat.
"They want somebody to
stand up for the middle class
and working Georgians.
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learn more about what they
can do to help prevent child
abuse." Downs said.
Big Brothers and Sisters
of the Coastal Empire, one of
the newest local groups, was
also present. The Savannah
chapter of Big Brothers and
Sisters opened last June, and
it offers high school- and col
lege-level students a chance
to pair with.a younger boy or
girl and spend time getting
to know and interacting with
them. The representatives at
the fair were eager to spread
the word about their organi
zation and offer Armstrong
students the chance to adopt
a little brother or sister of
their own.
Some of the smaller
groups were unknown to
most students before the
fair, and most have no oncampus presence otherwise.
The event was labeled a suc
cess in its first year by its stu
dent organizers, and hopeful
plans for a second, expanded
fair have already begun.

For Denver this is the tooth
anniversary of hosting a
Democratic convention - in
the same year that marks
the 150th anniversary of the
city. The Democrats haven't
been in Denver for a national
convention since 1908, when
William Jennings Bryan was
the candidate of choice for a
third time.
Bryan never attended the
event, so, for Denver, having
the nominee present is an ac
tual first.
Known to most as a "cow
town" in big city costume,
Denverites were all abuzz
about the Democrats this
time around, proud to host
the true "first" that was not
being hyped on the conven
tion Web site: America's first
black presidential candidate
from a major party.
Even though Michelle
Obama mentioned the word
"hope" in her speech eight
times Monday night, she
summed up the 2008 DNC
far better than the Demo
cratic National Convention
Committee: this is "where
the current of history meets
this new tide of hope."

"It's about the price of gas
oline, the price of food, the
concern about the economy,
the enormous [number] of
deaths we've run up, the fact
that we're spending $10 bil
lion a month in Iraq," Martin
said.
As a nation, an immediate
concern is the United States'
international
reputation.
Nearly every DNC speaker —
both those in primetime and
those at various conventionrelated events throughout
the week - advised America
to change its bullying ways.
Former Secretary of State
Madeline Albright, who
spoke to the Denver Press
Club on Thursday, called for
changes in the war on terror.
Deeming it a war, she said,
creates "mythical warriors"
out of terrorists and gives
credence to "murderers."
But the United States
must take some responsibil
ity, too, she added. "The war
in Iraq has given democracy
a bad name. ... We can pro
mote democracy but not im
pose democracy, which is an
oxymoron."
Albright is the author
of "Memo to the President
Elect: How We Can Restore
America's Reputation and
Leadership."
President Carter also had
words of advice for the next
commander in chief.
"He can begin his inaugu
ral address by saying, 'When
I'm president of the United
States, we'll never again
torture prisoners. When
I'm president of the United
States, we'll never again start
a war unless our own security
is directly threatened. When
I'm president of the United
States, the United States of
America will be at the fore
front of protecting the envi
ronment of the whole world.
When I'm president of the
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Supporters were out in force at the Democratic National Convention.
United States, we'll be rais
ing once again the banner of
human rights for the whole
world to see."

Georgia delegates con
curred.
Dennis Marks and Brian
Peterson, both alternate del
egates from Valdosta, want
the administration to focus
on America's "moral stand
ing" and "how we're viewed
in the world."
It's time to "get back to real
values at home and abroad,"
Marks said.
And it's clear who they
think is the man for the job.

"The Obama team can re
store us to a place .of promi
nence in the international
community," said Laverne
Lewis Gaskins, a pledged
Obama delegate from Val
dosta. "I think that's crucial
and important for America's
growth."
But working with other
nations does not translate
into being soft on defense.
Miguel Camacho, an al
ternate delegate from Sa
vannah, says he wants to see
"bipartisanship" in Washing
ton. But "even though [Ba

rack Obama's] very high on
diplomacy, it does not mean
he's not going to be tough in
the defense of our nation. It's
just diplomacy first."
It's really rather simple,
Georgia's Democrats pur
port.
"Help the middle class
people in every aspect, in the
health care, economy and
housing," said Savannah City
Councilwoman and Obama
delegate Mary Osborne.
"Basic needs. Maslow's
Hierarchy. Let's get to the
basics."

Local delegates speak out
By Leigh E. Rich
Associate Professor at Armstrong

' We're losing so much of the middle class right now, because we're losing jobs overseas. The economic
policies of the Republicans shift all the wealth of the country to the top people in the country and away from
the middle class and the poor, the working poor. People are just struggling out there. I'm lucfcy I work for a
major company, so I get insurance, although it's still very expensive. And it's amazing how expensive it is. But
that's how we are in the United States. We pay more for insurance than any other country in the world, but
we get less for it."
EdSprole, Jr. | Statesboro | Pledged Obama delegate, District 12

"The number one thing I'd liked to see changed in America is a livable wage. We often talk about increasing the
minimum wage, and what they mean is giving the people, giving working class Americans a wage [so] that
they can take care of themselves and their families. And that's the number one issue. And I can't talk enough
about affordable health care in addition. A living wage and affordable health care [are] paramount to
have a stable and a strong country."
State Rep. (and candidate for state Senate) Lester G. Jackson III | Savannah |
Pledged Obama delegate, District 12

"I think she [Hillary Clinton] did what she needed to do to rally the troops and get everyone to understand
that we're all Democrats. We're all here for a united cause."
Laverne Lewis Gaskins | Valdosta | Pledged Obama delegate, District 1

"Let's get away from the foolishness of face-saving in Iraq and deal with the danger of Georgia! of Russia, of North
Korea, of Iran, that we're too thin to defend."
State Rep. and Chair of the Georgia Legislative Black Caucus Al Williams
Midway | Pledged Obama delegate, District 1
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they

EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

must be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu .
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

CONGRESS SHALL MAKE NO... SOMETHING, SOMETHING.
"I'll say what f want. It's a
free country!"

Amendment is even about.

ing the rights of the press.
According to the report,

Moreover, 48 of students say

That should be a familiar

32 percent of students sur

that they've never taken a

phrase to anyone that re

veyed believed that the press

class that dealt with the role

members some point in their

in America has "too much

of media in society and 42

childhood where they over
heard other children bicker

freedom" and 35 percent say
that the "First Amendment

classes that even deal with

ing on the playground. And

goes too far in the rights it

the First Amendment of the

though

guarantees."

Constitution at all.

the child defiantly

percent say the same about

speech

In that same vein, stu

And this lack of knowl

rights may not have truly

dents were also under the

edge about press rights isn't
without its victims. Lately,

evoking

their

free

understood them at the time

impression

and may have only been try

should be more restricted in

that

there have been several cases

ing to defend some hurtful

terms of governmental con

where students all over the

comment they had made, the

trol. We can't possibly expect

country have had their First

importance of that statement

to maintain the intellectual

Amendment rights trampled

rfemains the same: even from

curiosity

skepticism

on by school administrations

an early age, we understand

in the news industry when

for content they had pub

and treat our First Amend

29 percent of high school

lished, even on their personal

ment rights as birthright of

students - potential future

web blogs.

our American democracy -

reporters -believe that stu

Such was the case in 2003

as well we should.

dent reporters shouldn't be

with Jack Flaherty and Key
stone Oaks School District.

and

the

press

So why is it that the un

allowed to cover controver

derstanding of the following

sial issues and that thirty-six

Flaherty, who posted a seem

clause of the First Amend

percent say that any newspa

ingly harmless comment on

ment, especially the freedom

per in general should have to

the West Pennsylvania high

of press, so weakly under

receive government approval

school

stood - almost to the point

before running a story.

board

of misinterpretation - in our
society?
In the "Future of the First
Amendment," a

2004-07

How

can

these

teenag

volleyball
and

was

message
promptly

kicked off the volleyball team
on our system of government

ers possibly misconstrue the

and barred from participat

meaning and the spirit of

ing in any afterschool events.

when we can't even pass that

the freedom of the press so

The suit he brought against

along to our next generation

conducted

much that it is anything but

the school district was even

properly? Because as news

by the John S. and James L.

ignorance on their part? And

tually decided in his favor

paper publisher Joseph Pu

national

report

Knight Foundation, 112,003

they aren't to blame here;

and he was awarded $6Q,OOO

litzer once said, "The power

students surveyed illustrated

our

in damages.

to mould the future of the

the

clearly aren't doing their jobs

misunderstanding

and

public school systems

So how can we as a free

Republic will be in the hands

general apathy among high-

if high school students aren't

and democratic society pride

of the journalists of future

school-aged teens concern

even sure of what the First

ourselves on our history and

generations."

Congress shall make no law respecting an establish
ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof;
or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.

Next president's appointments: The judicial stakes
McClatchy-Tribune News
Service
(MCT)

can Sen. John McCain on the
issue of the courts.

right through the appoint
ments of Chief Justice John

Obama

said

he

would

way'recently to sound more

not have nominated Thom

like

Bush

when

it

comes

called Gang of 14, to break a
deadlock on federal appeals-

The backdrop to their deci

G. Roberts, 53, and Associ

as to the bench because he

to

sion will be President Bush's

ate Justice Samuel Alito Jr.,

didn't think Thomas was "a

judges.

lasting

imprint on America's justice

57. As the two youngest jus

strong-enough jurist or legal

to nominate justices in the

his opposition to confirm

impact on American society

system. Bush has used his

tices, Roberts and Alito could

thinker." Obama, a former

mpld of Roberts and Alito,

ing Roberts and Alitb by ex

through their appointments

two tertns in office to reshape

shape the court for a genera

•constitutional law professor,

both Bush appointees.

to the federal courts — and,

the federal courts by install

tion. And Clarence Thomas

said he also disagreed with

Voters then could expect

more-specifically, to the U.S.

ing dozens of conservative

just turned 60.

Thomas' "interpretation of a

a McCain presidency to shift

requires "the critical ingredi

Supreme Court.

jurists.

lot of the Constitution."

the court further to the right,

ent" that is "supplied by what

if

is in the judge's heart." Crit

Presidents can have their
deepest

and

most

Currently, the high court

Just weeks after taking of

is deeply divided, as seen by

in 2001, Bush removed

its frequent 5-4 decisions.

would he have

eral judges to the appellate

the American Bar Associa

But the next president will

and trial courts. Jurists who

tion from the judicial-screen

get approved enjoy lifetime

ing process, ending its half-

tenure and almost unfettered

century

the court, too.

freedom to rule on a wide

candidates'

Presidents select Supreme
Court justices as well as fed

fice

role

of

reviewing

credentials

Obama added that neither
nominated

likely maintain the current

wants

divide, since the Democrat

shape policy from the bench.

judges

who

McCain said that, "with all

would likely replace the lib

Obama has promised to

eral judges with like-minded

"make preserving women's

thinkers.

office of the counsel to the

and Ruth Bader Ginsburg,

Ginsburg or Stevens.

president, which comprises

75, two of the more-liberal

mainly members of the Fed

justices, could retire soon.

McCain

rights under Roe v. Wade a
also

provided

priority as president," While

some insight into his possi

McCain says he will be a

The Republican candidate

ble judicial appointments in

"pro-life" president.

added that appointments to

a speech at Wake Forest Uni

On that issue alone, vot

During a recent forum at

the Supreme Court and fed

versity in which he criticized

ers can see the philosophical

tion devoted to advancing a

Pastor Rick Warren's Sad

eral bench "should be based

"activist judges."

divide between Obama and

conservative agenda through

dleback Church in Orange

on the criteria of proven re

He apparently wanted to

McCain. After eight years of

the legal system.

County, Calif,, both Obama

cord, of strictly adhering to

reassure conservatives still

the conservative activism ex

and McCain shed some light

the Constitution" and "not

upset with him for joining

erted by the Bush Supreme

on the types of judges they

legislating from the bench."

with other Republicans and

Court,

Democrats in 2005, as the so-

would welcome a change.
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eralist Society — an organiza

stakes are so high in Novem
ber's presidential election.

Barack Obama and Republi

activist

due respect," he would not

citizens

Sen.

more

Six of the current nine jus

long after the president who

nominee

would

for

lives

Democratic

justices

tice on many legal matters.

phen Breyer, David Souter,

choice between presumptive

pressing his belief that de
ciding "truly difficult" cases

also disagrees with the jus

have nominated Justices Ste

Voters will have a clear

explained

leave an impressive mark on

old. John Paul Stevens, 88,

reason

has

likely have an opportunity to

tices are more than 68 years

one

Obama

ics say such a statement is a

Bush

That's

more-liberal

court nominations.

clear indication that Obama

nomination.

appointed them is gone.

promised

presidency

has followed the advice of the

American

conservative

has

Antonin Scalia because he

range of issues that shape
of

its

He

retired — while an Obama

public policy and impact the

Instead,

appointing

The search for conserva
tive thinkers

helped

Bush

tilt the Supreme Court to the

Have something
to say?
Write a letter to our editor-in-chief to voice
your opinions.
We will do our best to publish all letters to
the editor so the students can be heard.

inkwell@armstrong.edu

might appoint if elected.

McCain has gone out of his

many

Americans
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Calendar of Events: Home Games

SPORTS

Sept. 12: AASU/Chatham Orthopaedic Volleyball, vs. Saint Leo at Noon and vs. Rollins at 5:00 p.m.
Sept. 13: Volleyball vs. Carson-Newman at Noon
Sept. 17: Soccer vs. Erskine at 5:00 p.m.

2008 AASU Pirate Soccer
Shootout: Day Two Wrapup
Courtesy of AASU Sports
Communications

Armstrong Atlantic State
scored three goals in a three
and a half minute span in
the beginning of the sec
ond half to break open a
close match and come away
with a 5-0 victory over West
Georgia to close out the
2008 AASU Pirate Soccer
Shootout. In the first match
of the day, Florida Southern
scored two first-half goals
and held on for a.2-0 victory
over USC Aiken.
The Pirates (2-0) took a
1-0 lead into halftime over
the Wolves (1-1) as senior
Emily Latner scored her
first goal since Sept. 16,
2006, in the 14th minute for

MM
-

Trivia Quiz

I

McClalchy-Tribune Mews

AASU added its final goal the fifth minute, off of an
in the 60th minute as a cor assist from Hanna Jansner kick was deflected front son. Hoglund then was on
West Georgia goalkeeper the service end of Hopkins'
Jenny Ross to the foot of se goal in the 15th minute, giv
nior Lyndsi Stricklen, who ing the Mocs (1-1) all the of
put the ball in the back of the fense they would need.
Florida Southern held a
net for the 5-0 margin. The
Pirates finished the match 20-0 shot advantage in the
with a 28-5 shots advantage first half and finished the
and an 8-2 lead in corner match ahead 32-6 in that
kicks. Ross made nine saves category, as well as holding
in net for the Wolves, while a 6-1 edge in corner kicks.
Tracey Mitchell and Saman- USC Aiken (0-2) goalkeep
tha Held eombined for the ers Nicole Westphal and
Taylor Rutland combined
shutout for the Pirates.
In the first match, Linda to make 13 saves in the
Hoglund and Erin Hopkins match.
Armstrong returns to ac
each tallied a goal in the
tion on Sunday, September
match's first 15 minutes to
7, with a 5:00 p.m. match
propel Florida Southern to
at Flagler in St. Augustine,
a 2-0 win over USC Aiken.
'Fla.
Hoglund's tally came in

the halfs only tally. AASU
held a 13-2 shots advantage
at the break.
The second half flurry
started in the 49th minute as
senior Jamie Craine scored
off of a rebound from a free
kick to put the Pirates up,
2-0. Another rebound led to
sophomore Kelli Bahr's goal
in the 53rd minute, then
just 14 seconds later, junior
Kristin Burton scored her
first goal of the season off of
a misplayed West Georgia
clearance to put the match
away.- The 14 seconds that
separated Bahr's and bur
ton's goal represented the
11th fastest consecutive
goals scored by two team
mates in NCAA Division II
history.

Weekly Sports

QUESTIONS:
1.) Who was the Kansas Comet?
2.) Who was the Iceman?
3.) Who was the Wizard?
4.) Who was the Splendid Splinter?
5.) Who was Oil Can?
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Now a few words from Pro Football Hall of Fame running back Gale
Sayers, who was honored at the Unity 2008 Journalists of Color
convention last week in Chicago:
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When asked who were the toughest defensive players he played
against during his NFL career in the 1960s, the first player Sayers
named was former Los Angeles Rams defensive end Deacon
Jones — emphatically, too, and without any hesitation. Thqi, he
added, "[Former Detroit Lions linebacker] Joe Schmidt, [former
Washington Redskins comerback] Pat Fischer, [former St Louis
Cardinals safety} Larry Wilson and [former Green Bay Packers
linebacker] Ray Nitschke."
«

compiled by Gregory Clay

Photo Courtesy of AASU Sports Communications

AASU Volleyball Begins 2008 Season With
Two Wins At Anderson Invitational
Courtesy of AASU Sports
Communications

Head coach Will Condon
and the Armstrong Atlantic
State volleyball squad opened
the 2008 season successfully
with two victories at the An
derson (S.C.) Invitational on
Friday. The Pirates opened
with a 25-13, 25-17, 25-20
win over Newberry, then fol
lowed that up with a 25-9,
25-14, 25-12 win over North
Greenville.
In the first match, the Pi
rates hit .280 as a team and
collected nine team blocks,
while holding Newberry to
a .000 hitting percentage.
Freshman middle hitter
Casie Richards led all players
with 11 kills and a .556 hit
ting percentage, while senior
Rindy Vidovich hit .545 with
seven kills and five blocks.
Sophomore setter Hannah
Segebart tallied 29 assists in
the win.
Vidovich also helped lead
the Pirates to the 3-0 win
over North Greenville in the
second match, collecting sev
en kills and four blocks, while
junior Gwendolyn Clarke also
added seven kills. Segebart
tallied 31 assists and fresh
man Casey Howett notched a
match-high 15 digs.

AASU w raps up action in
the Anderson Invitational
on Saturday by taking on the
host Trojans at 1:00 p.m.,
then closing out the tourna
ment with a 7:00 p.m. con
test against Benedict.

Match Recaps
Armstrong Atlantic St. d.
Newberry, 25-13, 25-17, 2520

Armstrong Atlantic St.
Leaders: Kills — Casie Rich
ards 11; Blocks — Rind y Vid
ovich. 6, Gwendolyn Clarke 6;
Assists — H annah Segebart
27; Digs — Hannah Segebart
8, Rindy Vidovich 8; Aces
—Nicole Yates 4.
Newberry Leaders: Kills —
Kember Lichtie 6; Assists —
Brianna Blakely 13.
Armstrong Atlantic St. d.
North Greenville, 25-9, 2514, 25-12
Armstrong Atlantic St.
Leaders: Kills — Rind y Vid
ovich 7, Gwendolyn Clarke 7;
Blocks — Rin dy Vidovich 4;
Assists — H annah Segebart
31; Digs — Casey Howett 15;
Aces — Torrie Bevolo 3, Casey
Howett 3.
North Greenville Lead
ers: Kills — Char lotte Swain
6; Blocks — Br ittany Rivera
2, Kaitlin Pierce 2; Assists
— Gabby McKinley 8; Digs —
Kindal Farver 12.

(Stock Xchange)
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AASU Names Matt Schmidt Head Women's
Basketball Coach
Courtesy of AASU Sports
Communications

™eTT ^strong Atlantic
State University athletic de
partment announced the hir
ing of Matt Schmidt on Sept.
2 as ^le Lady Pirates' new
head women's basketball
coach. Schmidt joins AASU
from defending DII national
champion Northern Ken
tucky,, where he has served as
an assistant coach for the last
four seasons, and becomes
the seventh head women's
basketball coach in school
history.
AASU will hold a press
conference on Tuesday, Sept.
9, at 2:00 p.m. to introduce
Schmidt to the Savannah
community. The press con
ference will also be streamed
live over the internet on the
official Web site for AASU
athletics, www.aasupirates.
com.
"I would like to thank
President Jones, Dr. Eddie
Aenchbacher and the search
committee for selecting me
as the next head coach for
the Armstrong Atlantic State
University women's basket
ball program," Schmidt said.
"This is a great opportunity
to build on the success that
Roger Hodge has established
the past eight years. I am
looking forward to working
with the students, faculty and
administration at AASU."
Schmidt was instrumental
in helping the Norse achieve
its second NCAA D ivision II

National Championship a
season ago as Northern Ken
tucky went 28-8 and defeat
ed South Dakota 63-58 in the
national championship game.
During his four seasons with
the Norse, he assisted head
coach Nancy Winstel in all
aspects of the Northern Ken
tucky program, including
recruiting, scouting, practice
and game-day coaching, and
helped the Norse to a 92-32
record during that span.
"We are incredibly for
tunate to be able to bring a
rising star of the women's
basketball coaching ranks
to Armstrong Atlantic to be
our next head coach," AASU
athletic director Dr. Eddie
Aenchbacher said. "The Lady
Pirate women's basketball
program has earned regional
and national prominence
over the last eight years un
der coach Hodge, and we
fully expect Matt to contin
ue the job in making AASU
women's basketball one of
the premier programs in the
nation."
"The moment I walked on
the AASU campus, I immedi
ately felt at home," Schmidt
said. "The AASU community
made me feel welcome right
away. This is an excellent ac
ademic institution located in
a beautiful city with a great
campus and fantastic facili
ties."
A native of Johnstown,
Pa., Schmidt spent three sea
sons as an assistant coach
at the University of Findlay

prior to joining the Northern
Kentucky coaching staff. He
also previously served as an
assistant coach at both West
Virginia University and the
University of Maryland-Bal
timore County.
Schmidt takes over an
AASU women's basketball
progyam that went 20-11 a
season ago and advanced to
the 2008 Peach Belt Confer
ence Championship game,
the third title game appear
ance in Lady Pirate basket
ball history. The Lady Pi
rates return 10 players from
last season's squad and add
a trio of newcomers to the
squad for 2008-09 as AASU
searches for its first PBC title
since 2002-03.
"The Peach Belt Confer
ence is a great league for
women's basketball at the Di
vision II level," Schmidt said.
"I look forward to competing
against some of the top teams
and coaches in the country.
The PBC i s a well-respected
conference, and I expect the
level of competition to mimic
that of the Great Lakes Valley
Conference."
Schmidt played basketball
at West Liberty State Col
lege in West V' ginia, where
he graduated j 1996 with a
bachelor's degree in health
and physical education. He
earned his master's degree
in physical education from
West Virginia University in
2000. He is engaged to Brit
tany Baume, the assistant
women's volleyball coach at
Wittenberg University.

AFC Humor Buzz: Patriots
on one-game losing streak
but are still the top AFC team
By David Thomas
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)

The first in our annual
two-week,
team-by-team
preview of the NFL season,
beginning with the AFC.

EAST
1. New England Patriots:
They have lost one consecu
tive game and haven't won a
game in seven months. But
don't fall for all the negativ
ity going around. They're still
the Patriots, and they're still
the AFC's Super Bowl team.
2. Buffalo Bills: They'll
put themselves in position
to make the playoffs when
they beat Miami on Dec. 7
in Buffalo's "home" game
in Canada. Then the Bills'
playoff bubble will burst the
following week when they
lose to the Jets because they
keep punting on third down.
3. New York Jets: Don't
buy into the notion that Brett
Favre makes the Jets a play
off team. They were 4-12 this
season, and it will take more
than a "Lambeau Leap" for
the Jets to reach the playoffs.
4. Miami Dolphins: When
Bill Parcells was with the
Dallas Cowboys, I remem
ber some kind of statistic
about how successful his
teams are in his second sea
son with them. But this is
Parcells' first season in Mi
ami. And these are the Dol
phins we're talking about.

NORTH
l. Cleveland Browns: The
2007 Browns (10-6, division

co-champions) were proof
that if year after year you
keep saying that this is the
year things will turn around,
you'll eventually be right.
2. Pittsburgh Steelers:
Pittsburgh did so little in
the off-season that the big
gest news concerning the
Steelers came when league
owners decided not to cre
ate a rule restricting hair
length and Troy Polamalu
didn't have to find a barber.
3.
Cincinnati Bengals:
It wasn't too long ago that
the Bengals were the sexy
pick. Then everything fell
apart faster than you can
say T.J. Hoosier . ... T.J.
Houseman . . . T.J. How's
your . . . Chad Johnson.
4. Baltimore Ravens: Once
again Baltimore will rely on a
solid defense. Hearing peo
ple talk about how good the
Ravens could be if they could
get just a little offense re
minds me of us talking about
how good the Texas Rang
ers could be if they could
get just a little pitching. So
just like the Rangers, no
postseason for the Ravens.

SOUTH
Indianapolis Colts:
They still have Peyton
Manning, they still have
Tony Dungy, and they'll
still be the South champi
ons. This is a recording.
2. Jacksonville Jaguars:
Inspired by the excitement
over the Bills' Canadian
"home" game, the league's
best team in teal is con
sidering moving one of its
home games. To Buffalo.
1.

3.
Tennessee Titans:
Strange, but true fact: Last
season, the. Titans had more
wins (10) than starting quar
terback Vince Young had
touchdown passes (nine).
That's why when the Titans
don't have the ball, you can
find Young in the stands
holding up the "fence" part
of those "D-fence" signs.
4. Houston Texans: The
improving Texans could re
cord the franchise's first win
ning season, but their best
chance of making the playoffs
in this division is to convince
NFL commissioner Roger
Goodell that, technically, In
dianapolis is not in the South.

WEST
San Diego Chargers:
All you have to do to know
why the Chargers are aim
ing higher than another divi
sion championship is to read
the rest of t hese predictions.
2. Denver Broncos: Talent
ed receiver Brandon Marshall
(102 receptions and three ar
rests in the last 18 months)
is trouble waiting to happen.
How the Broncos' season
plays out depends on wheth
er Marshall causes trouble
for his team or opponents.
3.
Oakland
Raiders:
I'm not saying Al Davis
has coach Lane Kiffin on
a short leash, but Kiffin's
status will be evaluated at
the end of each quarter.
4. Kansas City Chiefs: The
rebuilding Chiefs are so young
that three of their starters
would be ineligible to com
pete in Olympic gymnastics.
Except for China, of course.
1.

Photo Courtesy of AASU Sports Communications

AASU's Hannah Segebart Named
PBC Volleyball Specialist of the Week
Courtesy of AASU Sports
Communications

AASU setter Hannah
Segebart was named the
Peach Belt Conference's
first volleyball specialist
of the week on Tuesday
afternoon by league of
ficials. Segebart is the
Pirates' first player to
earn the honor since
2004.

A 5-7 sophomore
from Littleton, Colo.,
Segebart helped the Pi
rates begin the 2008
season with a 4-0 mark

with four wins at the Ander
son (S.C.) Invitational. She
averaged 10.31 assists per
game in leading AASU past
Newberry, North Greenville,
host Anderson and Benedict.
Segebart notched 47 asssists in a 3-1 win over An
derson, avenging a five-game
loss to the Trojans from last
season, while also tallying
29 assists against Newberry
and 31 assists against North
Greenville. She is now just
five assists shy of the 1,000
career assist mark and should
become the eighth player in
school history to reach that
plateau this coming week

end.
AASU has had just one
other PBC Specialist of the
Week honoree since the
award's inception in 2004 —
Christina Flores, who was the
first honoree back on Sep. 7
of that year.
Segebart and the Pirates
next travel to Waltham,
Mass., for the Bentley Invi
tational on Friday, Sept. 5,
and Saturday, Sept. 6. AASU
will take on three NCAA par
ticipants during the tourna
ment - host Bentley, Geor
gian Court and New Haven,
as well as Bridgeport.

WANTED
Do you have an interest

in writing for the Inkwell?
Do you

love sports?
Be a sports writer for the Inkwell!
e-mail Kristen Alonso at kainkwell@gmail.com
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Winners of the Flashback concert drawing
Allison Smith
Barbara Erwin
Victoria bennet

Physics, fairies, fear and fun

Fall Production Schedule

Masquers' fall shows are guaranteed to thrill
Copenhagen
When: Sep. 18-21

By Holly Harrison
Staff Writer

The Department of Art,
Music & Theatre is staging
"Copenhagen," "A Midsum
mer Night's Dream," "Mis*ery," "Crazy for You" and
"Dramarama" for the Mas
quers' fall 2008 season.
The first show is Michael
Frayn's "Copenhagen." The
plot, set in Copenhagen in
1941, is based on a historic
meeting between physi
cists Niels Bohr and Werner
Heisenberg. The two men
discuss their history of work
ing together amidst the tu
multuous backdrop of World
War II. The cast consists of
Niels Bohr, Werner Heisen
berg and Margarethe Bohr.
"It's a beautiful piece of
writing by an excellent play
wright. It struggles with
some serious issues of sci
ence and responsibility in a
way that is very accessible. It
might be nuclear physics, but
everyone can understand,"
director Eric Kildow said.
The season continues,
with "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" by William Shake
speare. One of his best-known
comedies, "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" follows the
moonlit forest romps of fair
ies, lovers, actors and Athe
nian royalty. With a cast of
more than 20, the tangled
and oft-enchanted paths of
the characters are sure to de
light and amuse.
"'Midsummer' will be fun
and fast-paced, and anyone
who is fond of slapstick com
edy will find this production
their cup of tea," director Pe
ter Mellen said.
The third show is "Mis
ery," based on the novel by

Where: Masquers' .

Chinese Theatre,
located beside
the Armstrong
Center

A Midsummer
Night's Dream
When: Sep. 25-28

Oct. 2-4
Where: Masquers'

Chinese Theatre

When: Oct. 30-Nov.2
Where: Jenkins' Black

Box Theatre.
This show is not
appropriate for
children

Crazy for You
Stephen King and adapted some!" director Sage Tipton
for the stage bySimon Moore. said.
This well-known horror story
Following "Misery" is the
has had huge commercial musical "Crazy for You."
success as a novel and movie, Based on the book by Ken
and the stage adaptation is Ludwig, it features lyrics by
no less chilling. "Misery" is Ira Gershwin and music by
the tale of a former nurse, George Gershwin. Full of
Annie Wilkes, who rescues well-known Gershwin stan
and'cares for romance nov dards and dazzling dance
elist Paul Sheldon. Wilkes' scenes, "Crazy for You" fol
methods of medicine are lows the romances and
unorthodox, to say the least, dreams of Bobby Child as he
and Sheldon finds himself struggles with true love ver
fearing for both his career sus family expectations. An
amusing cast of characters,and his life.
"The show will be an excit including drawling cowboys,
ing start to your Halloween British tourists and ardent
weekend. The cast is awe lovers, makes this musical a

hilarious whirlwind of dance, Sundays. General admission
romance and song.
is $10. Discounts are given
Director Pam Sears said to militaiy, seniors, alum
the musical is "entertain ni, students and children.
ment for the whole family Armstrong faculty, staff and
with happy endings for ev students with a valid Arm
strong ID are admitted free
erybody."
of charge. Tickets can be pur
The final production of chased by visiting the Box Of
the season is "Dramarama," fice located in Fine Arts Hall
a collection of dramatic and between 11 a. m. and 3 p.m.
comedic one-act plays. These Tickets also canbe purchased
plays will be directed by stu by phone at (912) 344-2801
dents in the fall semester di or online at www.finearts.
recting class. The plays have armstrong.edu/tickets. Tick
not been cast yet, so look for ets can be purchased at the
more information about au door before performances,
ditions in November.
but advance ticket purchase
Show times for all shows is encouraged due to limited
are 7:30 p.m., 3 p.m. on seating.

When: Nov. 13-16

Nov. 20-22
Where: Jenkins'

Mainstage

Dramarama
When: Dec. 2-7
Where: Jenkins' Black

Box Theatre.
This show is not
appropriate for
: / /J c h i l d r e n

Disaster Movie review
By Rick Bentley
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)

"Disaster Movie." The
name says it all. Not since the
Hindenberg has something
crashed and burned as spec
tacularly as this film.
This is the latest juvenile
attempt by writer/directors
Jason Friedberg and Aaron
Seltzer to milk laughs out of
the formulas used in their
"Scary Movie," "Date Mov
ie" and "Epic Movie." The
formula had worn as thin
as Kim Kardashian's acting
skills by "Meet the Spartans."
But that dead horse gets one
more severe beating.
The focus of what is sup
posed to pass as humor
are films like "Cloverfield,"
"Night at the Museum" and
"Iron Man." All the writers
have done is taken a lot of
short bits, many you prob
ably already saw on a latenight network comedy show,
and thrown them one at a
time at the screen like some
cinematic version of a pa
per wad. But nothing really
sticks.
Even when the writers
stumble across something
that -could actually generate
humor, they kill it by keeping
the bit going loooooooong af

ter the laughs have ended.
Take for example the
scene where Carmen Electra
and Kim Kardashian end up
in a professional wrestling
diva fight. Funny idea. They
start to fight. They fight some
more. They keep fighting.
They continue to fight to the
point you might actually pray
for someone's cell phone to
ring in the audience just to
end the tedium.
The thread that tries to
bind together all of the short
comedy ideas has Ail-Amer
ican Will (Matt Lanter) try
ing to get to his girlfriend
(Vanessa Minnillo) when the
end of the Earth starts. He's
joined on his quest by Calvin
(G. Thang), who has less act
ing abilities than a coma pa
tient.
And the final member of
their group, Crista Flanagan,
does nothing more than re
peat characters she played
on "MADTv" with send ups
of "Juno" and Hannah Mon
tana. Why would anyone pay
to see material they have
been able to watch for free
for years?
Along the way they run
into an assortment of charac
ters from at least two dozen
films and television shows.
Through it all there are

A n umber of popular movies such as "Juno" were spoofed in t he lackluster "Disaster
only two funny moments.
One comes when they run
into the Enchanted Princess
(Nicole Parker). Her fairy
tale look at the world, often
accompanied by her singing,
is explained as being the re
sult of loads of "wonderful
mind-altering drugs." That's
a wicked parody of the Dis
ney film that works because

Parker is the only person in
the cast who is funny.
The other funny moment
is a jab at "High School Mu
sical." That's the parody that
should have been done..
The reality is there was no
need for anyone to try that
hard. A built-in audience ex
ists for this franchise. This is
a movie for anyone who gets

the giggles from watching
Amy Winehouse burp repeat
edly or breaks into lafighter
when seeing a singing chip
munk bite a man's crotch.

2 Stars (out of 5)
Rated PG-13 fbr language

and gross humor.

Starring: Matt Lanter, Kim

Kardashian, G. Thang, Nicole
Parker, Vanessa Minnillo.
Directed by: Jason Friedberg

and Aaron Seltzer.
Running time: 1 hour, 30

minutes.;
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Don't fall asleep in
the middle of the page
Jeffery Deaver delivers another novel full of thrills
By Katie Staley
Staff Writer

Jeffery Deaver shows his
brilliance in writing sus
pense-filled crime novels
again in "The Sleeping Doll."
Deaver is best known for
The Bone Collector," a novel
from his Lincoln Rhyme se
ries that was adapted for the
screen by Columbia Pictures
in 1999- It drew impres
sive acting talent, including
Denzel Washington as quad
riplegic homicide detective
Lincoln Rhyme and Angelina
Jolie as his sidekick, Amelia
Sachs.
"The
Sleeping
Doll",
though not a Lincoln Rhyme
novel, is a detective mystery
based on the gruesome de
tails of the Charles Manson
murders of the 1960s. Agent
Kathryn Dance (from anoth
er of Deaver's series) is a wid
owed mother of two working
for the California Bureau of
Investigation. She seeks the
help of other agents, victims
and a reporter to help her
investigate a new murder at
tributed to Daniel Pell, who
was imprisoned for the mur
ders of the Carmel family.
The Carmels were a well-todo Silicon Valley family, four
of five members of which
were -murdered by Pell or a
member of his own "family."
After a tricky escape from
a courthouse, where Dance
was interviewing him, this
cold-blooded killer is now at
large with a variety of spe
cialists and investigators on
the hunt. "The Sleeping Doll"
is the name given to the sole
survivor of the Carmel fami
ly, a young girl who hid under

"The Sleeping Doll" can be found at Barnes
and Noble for $9.99.
the next chapter proves you
dead wrong. I really enjoyed
reading this book for that
reason alone — pr edictabil
ity is boring. Not only is the
story about a murder, it's all
wrapped up in the lives of the
characters and how each of
their liyes plays a vital role
in the situation. Dance is the
heroine in the novel and you
cannot help but like her and
her family.
The novel's details make
it play out like a long, wellwritten movie. As 'I read, I
could imagine every scene
and every face as the story
played out across the pages. I
fhink "The Sleeping Doll" fits
into its genre very well; it has
all the best characteristics of
both a thriller and a police
story.

her stuffed animals in bed on
the night of the murders.
The New York Times
Book Review exclaimed that
"Deaver's labyrinthine plots
are astonishing," and I tend
to agree. The novel's twists
and turns, coupled with his
use of ghastly details, make
this a page-turner that mi^ht
haunt your dreams if you
finish it, but the nightmares
could be worse if you left
it unread. The chapters of
the book jump between the
main characters: Dance, Pell,
The Sleeping Doll and three
members of Pell's cult-like
"family."
Like most books of this
nature, "The Sleeping Doll"
keeps its reader in constant
suspense, and once you think
you have it all figured out,

ACROSS
Crave a drink
Linguistic suffix
Weather-beaten
"The Scarlet
Letter" woman
15 Sides of a cube
16 Irish lad,
informally
17 Not often
18 Shook
20 Clear the tape
21 Took across the
river
22 Compass dir.
23 Thoroughfares
25 Pudgy
28 Big wheel on
board
30 Catcher's base
31 Backbone
33 Convection •
appliances
35 Blows one's own
horn
36 Coroner's
investigation
39 Turns red
40 Intended route
41 Kiosk
42 Roy's wife Dale
43 Italian explorer
44 Pinnacle
48
es Salaam
49 Class of travel
52 That woman
53 Calculates a
score

55 Deck out
57 Second
spouse's boys
59 Steel-gray metal
60 Yours and mine
61 R-V connection
62 Immerses
63 100 centavos
64 Abnormal
insight

65 Very persuasive
DOWN

1 Beat the wheat

2 Funeral coach
3 Country created
in 1948
4 AAA offerings

5 Tennis champ
Monica
.
6 Give it a whirl

2

1

3

4

14
17

•
•

23

J
•

37

24

34

42
48
53
58
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By Joanne Weintraub
Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel
• (MCT)

One is sun-spar
kled Aegean blue,
the other dark as ink.
One teems with wom
en scattering flowers,
the other with men
tossing grenades.
Both are highly
entertaining, though
each has moments
of sheer over-the-top
goofiness when view
ers' eyebrows may
arch toward their
hairlines.
So why is "Mamma
Mia!" considered a
guilty pleasure, while
"The Dark Knight" is
widely respected as a
grown-up drama?
Yes, Christopher
Nolan's Batman mov
ie has a jaw-drop
ping performance by
Heath Ledger as the
Joker, while Phyllida Lloyd's musical
has - well, let's just
say that my jaw re
mained right where
it was throughout the
whole thing.
But beyond Led
ger's singular piece
of work, there's an
obvious
difference
between these two
fantasy films. One's
a chick flick, and the
other is for "every
one," defined in this
case — a nd in many
others — as everyone
whose idea of a good
time is watching men
attempt to destroy
the world or save it.
Spare me the ar
gument that "Dark
Knight" isn't a boys'

club because Maggie Gyllenhaal is in it. She gives an
OK performance in an OK
role in a movie where Led
ger, Christian Bale, Aaron
Eckhart, Eric Roberts and
even a pair of old guys, Mi
chael Caine and Morgan
Freeman, have more inter
esting things to do.
Oh, and Det. Ramirez,
the girl cop who plays what I
believe is known as a "small
but pivotal role" in the de
nouement? Bet you can't
even name the actress who
plays her. And that goes
double for Judge Surrillo,
the lady jurist.
To be considered serious
by critics and a blockbuster
among viewers, 'a film ob
viously need not include a
single scene in which one
woman has a meaning
ful exchange with another.
Even a chick flick, though,
has to have dudes.
So in her frilly and, yes,
often silly ABBA-fest, Lloyd
takes care to put Pierce
Brosnan, Colin Firth and
Stellan Skarsgard together
on a boat for a little male
bonding. There's just so
much time that the hus
bands, boyfriends and other
straight guys in the audi
ence can spend watching
women, after all.
Especially when they're
not, you know, babes in
the Maggie G. sense. Meryl
Streep, Christine Baranski,
Julie Walters: Not one of
them has been on Maxim's
Hot 100 list in — well, ever.
Not the sort of women who
kill at the box office.
And, of course, while
shooting and stabbing and
throwing punches is serious
business, singing and danc
ing and throwing weddings

•
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50
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•
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27
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7 Thinks the world
of
8 Yes or no
intensifier
9 Act vigorously
10 Chanteuse '
Lane
11 Glass bowl .
inhabitant
12 Optic orb
13 Pentagon grp.
19 Lose an
opportunity
21 Facade
24 Nearby things
26 Kitty stake
27 "
of the
d'Urbervilles"
29 Grieve
32 Turkish nabob
34 Nautical craft
35 Put forth flowers
36 Frosted
37
Scotia
38 Living space
39 Philippines
machetes
41 Crams

•

1

55

Gotham,"both: of them might

have had more fun flounc
ing around Lloyd's Greek is
land while singing "Money,
Money, Money."

By Yvette Wheeler
A&E editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

2 tilapia fillets, d e-boned
4-5 medium-size red potatoes

rosemary
thyme
salt

coarse-ground pepper
1 tablespoon olive oil

"

32

44

45

46

47

•52

51

If I sound at all sur
prised by this, I'm telling it
wrong. The pastel fantasies
of female-centered movies
— even chick flicks not reel
ing a bit under the weight of
all that ABBA-tude — rarely
gain the acclaim or accrue
the receipts of films pow
ered by good old-fashioned
machismo.
By the way, "Dark
Knight's" Ramirez and Sur
rillo are played by Monique
Curnen and Nydia Rodri
guez Terracina. I'm guess
ing that, having had rela
tively little to do in Nolan's

Ingredients:
Vi cup store-bought lemon marinade

•
•

is fluffy stuff.
Never mind that "Dark
Knight's" final hour, which
may throw you off balance
with its climax-after-cli
max-after-climax
pacing,
is as grandiose as "Mam
ma Mia!'s" disco-till-youdrop finale. Nolan's movie
thrilled me with its open
ing, then let me down some
what, while Lloyd's made
me squirm a little as that
ridiculous plot unfolded but
sent me out of the theater as
delighted as if someone had
presented me with my very
own mirror ball and a pair
of shiny platform boots to
match.
Of course, for all its im
perfections, Nolan's movie
gets far more than mere
critical respect. A box-of
fice behemoth, it has taken
in $471 million - dwarfing
"Mamma Mial's" healthy
but far from record-setting
$116 million.

Lemon pepper tilapia and herbed potatoes recipe
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Gender differences still
matter in movies — a lot

Tilapia for two
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56

1. Boil the potatoes until you are able to push a fork through them with very little resistance.
2. Lightly season the tilapia fillets with the salt and pepper and rest them in the lemon marinade for
about 30 minutes, turning occasionally to make sure they are well coated.
3. Put a tablespoon of olive oil in a pan and bring the pan to medium heat. Put the marinated tilapia in the
pan and cook the fillets until both sides of each turn white.
4. When the potatoes are done, mash them in a separate, smaller bowl and add the rosemary and thyme.
Mix well. '
i
5. Plate one fillet and a helping of mashed potatoes per person.
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Visit us online for pictures of the prepared dish
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Yokel
Lhasa
Medicine
Concession
Day of the wk.
Atlanta-based
health agcy.

bananas!
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pW
Bring a friend to

13051 Abercorn Street
912.925,5398

*mh

« on Abercorn

(In front of Home Depot, Savannah)

for Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner
Free Chick-fil-A Sandwich
with the purchase
of the same
Not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
Closed Sunday's. Valid Only at: Chick-fil-A on Abercorn
(in front of Home Depot). Expires: September 30,2008

Vi C\

H a p p y

\.

H o u r

3

Monday • Friday

"

7

5 0 < t Drafts

Free Chicken Mini's
3 Pack with any
purchase

with Purchase of Appetizer Sun -Thurs 6 - close
FREE 1/2 Hour Pool with Lunch Purchase from Open - 3PM
7 Days a week

Not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per
visit. Closed Sunday's. Valid Only at: Chick-fil-A on

Abercorn (in front of Home Depot). Redeemable only during
breakfast hours. Expires: September 30,2008

-

J

•

~

iAU*+ -t-o «4ri4-«/ for
10419 Abercorn St., Savannah

-Hi*/

Between Sunset Novelties & Vaden Nissan

HOPPf HOW83

*4*
i * k * 1 ©• * r m & 4-v o ag.

11-7 MON'MI

a*

College Night
15% OFF with College ID

*

*

Military
Appreciation
15% OFF with Military ID
Service Industry Night
$1 OFF Everything After 10 PM

Ladies Niglit
First Well Fftif

Classifieds

Military
Appreciation
15% OFF with Military ID
ColIegeNight
Service industry Night
1 5 % O F F w i t h Co l l e g e I D

LISTEN UP. MAGGOTS!
It's tlmi

Jobs
After-school care needed for two children M-F. Must have
own car. Please call 912.350.4889.

if The Inkwell's manual •
Journalism

BOOT
•CAMP* ®

•
•

Jager
Game
Days
BEER SPECIALS
MLB & Nf L Package
411 College football
Great food & Drinks
POOL TABLES • DARTS • INTERNET JUKEBOX
DANCE FLOOR * KARAO KE < SAT ELLITE TV

Slugger's Now Hiring
Bartenders, DJ's, Bands
SCAD & ARMSTRONG STUDENTS WELCOME

912.925.7110

Live Wire Music Hall and Cafe is seeking DYNAMIC, FLIRTY,
HARD-WORKING people who can also sell! We need
bartenders, wait staff, cooks, dishwashers, bar backs,
bouncers, musicians and comedians! P lease apply in
person at 307 West River Street.
*
Apply in person between 4:00-7:00 p.m. We are open 4:00
p.m.-3:00 a.m. We will soon be open 11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m.
We have LIVE MUSIC! Mon-Sat and comedy every Wed!
Come see us!

POSTPONED DUE TO INCLEMENT WEA THER:

SATURDAY, SEP. 13 - 8:15 A.M. TO 5 :30 P.M. - SOLMS 110

SPECIAL GUEST ROLL CALL! 1
SUSAN UATltON Executive Editor, Savannah Morning News
ANITA IIAGEN Asst. Managing Editor, Savannah Morning News
CAUL ELMORE Staff Photographer, Savannah Morning News ?
IIOLLIE MANIIEIMER Director, Georgia First Amendment Foundation
MONICA RAUSCH Professor of Professional Writing, AASU

AND MORE!

F11EE 10 ALL STUDENTS
I J U L A I i F A ST l\l) I I M II M ILL 111: PROVIDED
FOR M ORE INFOR MATION, EM AIL DR. TONY MORRIS AT

T0IW.M0RR1S@ARMSTR0NG.E1)1J

